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• After having declined 1% for the second straight day on Wednesday, the US Dollar Index stays

relatively quiet during early Thursday as investors await the US Bureau of Economic Analysis'

first estimate of the third-quarter Gross Domestic Product growth. More importantly, the

European Central Bank (ECB) will announce its interest rate decision and President Christine

Lagarde will deliver her remarks on the policy outlook at a press conference. The US economic

docket will also feature September Durable Goods Orders and the weekly Initial Jobless Claims

figures.

• On Wednesday, the Eurozone (EU), the UK, and Canada reported September’s inflation which

remained stubbornly high, though the UK and Canada figures exceeded and were nearby

estimates, while the EU’s inflation ticked lower vs. previous and foreseen figures, but by a

minuscule margin. The Bank of Canada (BoC) hiked its policy rate by 50 basis points (bps),

compared to market expectation for a 75 bps increase.

• In the meantime, housing Starts for September were worse-than-expected, tumbling by 8.1%

MoM vs. August’s 13.7% gain, as mortgage rates in the US keep climbing, reaching a 20-year

high at 6.94%.
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➢ EUR/USD is under pressure around 1.0750, retreating from near 1.0100 during early Thursday.

Investors resort to profit-taking ahead of the critical ECB rate hike decision and the US advance

Q3 GDP release.

➢ Expectations of a super-sized rate hike from the ECB have underpinned the recent EUR/USD

upsurge while the US dollar index was sold off into talks of a potential Fed pivot towards a

dovish stance, in the face of weak economic data from the world’s largest economy.

➢ Should the main pair drop below 1.0500, the asset will be reduced to October 04 high, around

1.0000. On the other hand, a sustained move above the resistance of 1.0100 will send the asset

to September 12 high, surrounding 1.0200.
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➢ GBP/USD is treading water above 1.1600, pausing a two-day uptrend amid a cautious market

mood. GBP bulls take a breather amid mixed expectations from the upcoming UK medium-term

fiscal plan, which Chancellor Jermey Hunt pushed back to November 17.

➢ The UK media outlets reported that the new Prime Minister Rishi Sunak is reconsidering tax rises

and major public spending cuts after a dramatic improvement in the state of the nation’s finances.

➢ Pullback moves could initially aim for the level of 1.1500 before challenging the broken upper

line of symmetrical triangle, near 1.1380. Meanwhile, the confluence of the downtrend line from

May 26 high and September 13 high at 1.1740 will be a tough nut to crack for the pair bulls.
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➢ The USD/JPY pair has dropped sharply below 146.00 in the Asian session, following the

bearish cues from the US dollar index (DXY). The recent series of downbeat US

Manufacturing and Services surveys combined with weak Housing data fuels concerns over the

health of the world’s largest economy, raising risks of a potential dovish shift from the Fed,

although a November 75 bps rate hike is fully baked in.

➢ On the Tokyo front, investors are focusing on the interest rate decision by the Bank of Japan

(BOJ), which is due on Friday.

➢ The sellers need to conquer the support of 145.00 to aim for October 05 low, around 143.50.

Meanwhile, the resistance of 146.00 challenges the short-term upside of the USD/JPY pair

ahead of October 25 low, near 147.50.
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➢ XAU/USD has witnessed mild selling pressure at around $1,670.00 during early Thursday. The

precious metal is broadly auctioning in a bounded territory as the market participants are

awaiting fresh impetus for a one-sided move.

➢ Increasing expectations that Fed will shift gears down on rate hikes exacerbated the pain in the

US Treasury yields across the curve, which translated into an extended sell-off in the dollar.

➢ The sellers need a sustained move below $1,660 to accelerate the downfall back towards

Wednesday's low, around $1,650. Meanwhile, the resistance of 1$1,670 restricts immediate

XAU/USD upside before directing the bulls towards July 21 low around $1,680.
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➢ Wall Street finished Wednesday’s session trading in the red. The S&P 500 fell 0.75% to 3,830.59.

Communication services led the decliners among sectors, followed by technology, while energy

notched the biggest gain, followed by health and materials.

➢ Meta Platforms' third-quarter profit plunged more than feared while the Facebook parent late

Wednesday flagged near-term revenue challenges amid a pullback in advertising spending.

➢ A minor pullback move towards the support of 3,750 will be an optimal buying opportunity for

investors, which will drive the index towards September 21 high, around 3,900. On the flip side,

the bears could regain control if the index drops below 3,750. An occurrence of the same will drag

the asset towards October 21 low, around 3,640.
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